SAVINGS MODELLING SOLUTION
UNBURDENING BANKS IN DAY-TO-DAY RISK MANAGEMENT
OF NON-MATURING DEPOSITS

Triggers for banks to evaluate their liability modelling
Over the past years, interest rates have only been decreasing, with several European markets even facing negative
rates. This brings forward new challenges for banks: How far can rates possibly be lowered and in what way (and
for which segments)? What segment of our current accounts actually exhibit savings behaviour, and is our current
account model aligned with our savings model?

Challenges retail banks face:

The Savings Modelling Solution unburdens by:

▪ Behavioural interest rate risk
modelling to accomplish regulatory
compliance
▪ Internal (ALCO) and regulatory IRRBB
monitoring and reporting
▪ Effective hedging of interest rate risk
▪ Stay up-to-date with market
development

✓ Guidance to well-substantiated (best) market practice
modelling that serves the bank’s purpose and use
✓ Develop data-driven behavioural models that align with
business line expert judgement
✓ Arrive at key risk metrics understood by stakeholders
✓ Construct replicating portfolios for monthly IR risk
hedging
✓ Continuously update and refine models to market
circumstances and evolvements

Regulation requires banks to…

1.

understand and document key behavioural and
modelling assumptions when measuring IRRBB

2.

ensure behavioural models are in line with the
underlying historical data and based on prudent
hypotheses
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3.

let behavioural modelling assumptions reflect
depositor characteristics (e.g. retail/wholesale)

4.

show they have accurate modelling (back-tested
against experience)

5.

be able to identify the ‘core’ part of deposits
and/or other deposits for which banks could model
the limited elasticity to IR changes
Please refer to Guidelines on the management of interest rate
risk arising from non-trading book activities (2018).

SAVINGS MODELLING SOLUTION

Robust and compliant non-maturing deposits modelling
for day-to-day risk management purposes
5. Continuous improvement
Periodically calibrate the model. Include most recent
(financial) market developments and regulatory demands.

1. Design and choose a model
Use our model design workshops to
determine model purpose & use and
choose a best market practice model

4. Day-to-day risk management
Use the model for internal and regulatory
reporting, monthly interest rate risk hedge,
behavioural risk insights and stress testing.
3. Implement and align
Make sure model outcomes and key risk metrics
(e.g., duration) are understood and supported by
key stakeholders by using our bespoke support.
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2. Develop your model
Gather business inputs and historical client
rate, balance and market data and calibrate
behavioural and replicating portfolio
models with our web-based tooling.

Model design workshops
Guidance and benchmarking to
(best) market practice
modelling, including pros and
cons

Volume model development
and duration assessment
(including benchmarking).

Behavioural modelling (client rate).
Discussion of business inputs on
repricing of client rate given diverse
market circumstances (pass-throughrates).

Model purpose

Workshop 1

The new savings models are used
in monthly reports and as a basis
for hedging interest rate risk.
Estimation of replicating portfolio
and discussion of final results
(Earnings, Earnings@Risk, NPV,
NPV@Risk).

The subscription model and tooling
enables to perform regular backtests and calibrations.
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Workshop 2

Workshop 3

ALCO & Use

Continuously update and refine models to market circumstances and evolvements (e.g., low-interest
environment)

Calibration

Web-based tooling
Viewing volume model “Segment Netherlands / Retail Savings”

A time-saving application for model calibration
• Upload balance, client rate and market data
• Estimate client rate model to calculate Passthrough-rates and Earnings@Risk
• Estimate volume model and calculate NPV,
NPV@Risk and duration
• Optimize replicating portfolio based on
historical data.
• Use replicating portfolio to determine hedges
• Generate NPV(@Risk) and Earnings(@Risk)
reports for flexible as-of date

Robustness
• Tested against a Excel benchmark for use cases that cover the functionality concepts.
• Functional documentation in place.
• Continuous improvement with change and release process that will include regression
testing, integration testing and unit testing (work-in-progress).
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OUR EXPERIENCE

What we have done for our clients.

See our latest insightss to find out more.

We supported 15 European banks on non-maturing deposits model
development, validation & outsourcing.
We are preferred supplier for various (systemically
important) banks and regulators.
We provided 25+ clients with innovative solutions using our awardwinning proprietary FinTech platform Zanders Inside™
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Contact Us
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